SeaQuest preparation- basic data.
We kindly ask you to fill in the form.
The data you provide will be used only by PROTE, will not be distributed or copied.
It will enable us to prepare for you an optimized, individual offer.
I. DATA:
1. Name and surname ...................................................................................................................
2. Post:...........................................................................................................................................
3. Name of the company which you represent (company stamp or the stamp of the person
filling in the form):........................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
4.Telephone numer: fixed……………………mobile…………………………………………..
5. E-mail address: ……………………...............fax…………………………………………….
II. WATER/NETWORK PARAMETERS
1. Parameters of treated water (you can attach exemplary reports of water analyses at a
particular Water Treatment Station):
Fe concentration...............................mg/dm3, Mn concentration...........................mg/dm3,
water hardness........................mg\CaCO3\dm3 or ………………………….oN
2. Water flow in the place where water is pumped into the water distribution system
maximum Qhmax……………............m3\h
minimum Qhmin………………………m3/h
average daily Qavd……………....................m3\d
3. Is the water fed to the network continuously disinfected?
YES
NO
4. What is the maximum pressure in the pipeline with treated water, in the place where
SeaQuest dosing set would be connected………………………………………[bar]
5. Do you have a measuring device whose signal could control SeaQuest dosing pump
capacity (water meter/flowmeter) ?
YES
NO
If yes, what kind of water meter/flowmeter do you have?
6. What kind of material is the water distribution network made of (circa)
……………………………………%
………………………………………..%
……………………………………%
………………………………………..%

III. GENERAL QUESTIONS
1. Would you consider an improvement of physical-chemical parameters of water
distributed to citizens such as iron, color, manganese, turbidity desirable?
YES
NO
2. Do you apply methods of cleaning water supply system, protecting the distributed
water against corrosion and sediments formation as well as against secondary
contamination of water?
YES
NO
If yes, what are these methods………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Would you like to clean your water distribution network while maintaining a
continuous sale of water and water quality norms?
YES
NO
4. Would it be desirable in your case to reduce the amount of water used for rinsing
sections of pipelines and carry out only the rinsing sessions which are planned?
YES
NO
5. Are you interested in receiving more information about the complex service of
cleaning the water distribution network and preventing secondary contamination of
distributed water with the use of SeaQuest?
YES
NO
6. Do you find the materials which you have received so far all-embracing?
YES
NO
If not, why?...............................................................................................................................
…….…………………………………………………………………………………………..
In our offer addressed to Water Distribution Plants we also have SYMBIO
Biomonitoring System. Thanks to installing SYMBIO Biomonitoring System the quality of
water at water intakes is monitored every second. Everything is done automatically and
maintenance-free. If you are interested in our offer presented at our website www.prote.pl,
we are ready to visit you at your headquarters to talk about SeaQuest or SYMBIO. If you are
interested in a meeting, please mark the following option.
YES
………………………………………………………………………………………………......
We would like to thank all the companies who will send us the filled in form
by mail or e-mail.
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